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A B S T R A C T   

The Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is spreading around the world, representing a global pandemic. In this 
context, governments from around the world suspended almost all education, industry and business activities, 
alongside restricting the movement of people. Nevertheless, during this period, the activity of the law 
enforcement and forensic investigators never stopped. 

At present, guidelines regarding forensic autopsies of SARS-CoV-2 virus-positive cases and the handling of 
potentially infected biological samples are available in literature. However, less attention has been given to the 
development of specific adjustments to the existing crime scene investigation protocols and procedures for this 
exceptional time. 

This manuscript aims to share the methods and strategies adopted for the investigation of high priority 
criminal cases during the pandemic. Furthermore, other pandemic-related processes are critically explored, in 
order to propose adjustments for any forensic services to be prepared to face similar challenges in the future. 

The overall goal of this manuscript is to provide a summary of the main measures and the procedures 
developed to make the operations possible, while safeguarding the technicians in the field and the activity in the 
forensic laboratory. In order to minimize the risk of infection for personnel, adjustments to the standard practice 
have been proposed for each of the different phases of crime scene management, i.e. CSI call policy, equipment 
preparation, working groups, procedure at the scene, chain of custody and analyses of the evidence at the 
forensic lab. 

As this is a current study, based on limited cases and limited sources in the literature, changes and updates to 
the indications provided in this paper may be needed in the near future, according to new virological data 
epidemiological trends.   

1. Introduction 

The presence of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in Italy was 
confirmed to have spread on January 31st 2020, when two Chinese 
tourists in Rome tested positive for the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Towards the 
end of February large clusters of cases were identified in the north of 
Italy, and by March cases were detected in every region of the Country 
[1]. 

As a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and similar to several 
other countries of the world, the Italian Government suspended all ed-
ucation activities, alongside every non-essential businesses and in-
dustries, and restricted the movement of people [2]. However, while 

during the peak of the pandemic Italy was recording one of the highest 
number of active cases in the world and more than 60 million Italians 
were forced to stay home, the activity of the law enforcement and the 
forensic investigators of the Italian military police (Arma dei Carabi-
nieri) and non-military police (Polizia di Stato) never stopped. Gov-
ernments and independent agencies agreed that despite the pandemic 
essential services must be guaranteed; thus, forensic and medico legal 
investigation should be performed when required by judicial authorities 
[3]. Instead, the issue of balancing the need for criminal investigation 
with the utmost priority of staff protection is still to be thoroughly 
debated [4]. 

Dealing with criminal cases in this unexpected situation was 
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extremely challenging, because while the forensic practitioners were 
prepared for criminalistic tasks, there was an overall lack of develop-
ment of standard operating procedures (SOP) to perform forensic in-
vestigations in such pandemic environment. 

Over the years, major police institutions developed chemical, bio-
logical, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) protective procedures for crime 
scene investigation (CSI) activity, especially following terrorist attack 
concerns in the late 90′s and after the 9/11 World Trade Centre disaster. 
Crime scene processing that involves CBRN or other potentially haz-
ardous materials requires the use of CBRN protective equipment and the 
application of special procedures to gather intelligence data as part of an 
investigation, while protecting operators from the exposure to poten-
tially lethal agents. CBRN Units belonging to law enforcement and 
military corps around the world apply procedures and methodologies to 
assist forensic investigators and CSI teams, enabling the subsequent 
analysis of the evidence (contaminated with toxic/lethal agents) seized 
at the scene. Generally, different phases are included in these kinds of 
investigations: securing the scene (with appropriate safety perimeter), 
identification/quantification of the agent/s involved, scene processing 
(from documentation to forensic evidence collection, potential source of 
CBRN agents, decontamination and transport of evidences to the lab) 
[5–7]. These procedures can still be applied in case of an epidemic event 
caused by a highly contagious/deadly pathogen or in the early stages of 
an epidemic caused by an unknown/little known pathogen. However, in 
long term epidemic scenarios, such as the ongoing COVID-19 scenario, 
CBRN procedures could be considered disproportionate in relation to the 
operational time and cost that such measures imply. For example, the 
costs may be excessive and/or unaffordable by law enforcement for 
routine forensic activity, especially at a local/regional level, even in the 
event of a partial or total lockdown. 

The need to develop specific adjustments to the existing procedures 
for this exceptional time was of pivotal importance to safeguard both the 
safety of the operators and the completeness of the forensic investiga-
tion, both during field operations and in the laboratory. To the best 
knowledge of the authors, recommendations, safety procedure and 
guidelines have been initially addressed for medico-legal laboratories 
[8] and law enforcement on ordinary duties [9], while there are 
currently none publicly available for crime scene investigation purposes. 

Recently, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
stressed that staff safety and wellbeing must be the utmost priority of 
national authorities [3]. Within such frame, this paper aims to provide a 
summary of the main measures suggested and adopted by the authors in 
the management of the forensic investigation during the COVID-19 
pandemic, listing the preventive actions and procedures developed to 
make the operations possible, while safeguarding the operators in the 
field. Furthermore, other pandemic-related processes are critically 
explored, in order to propose adjustments for any forensic services to be 
prepared to face similar challenges in the future. 

In reading this paper it is essential to underline that currently the 
World Health Organization (WHO) and other Health/Governmental 
Agencies have yet to release official data on SARS-CoV-2 persistence on 
surfaces. However, recent research showed that such a virus can survive 
on certain materials for days (e.g. can be detected on copper for up to 4 
h, cardboard for up to 1 day and on plastic and stainless steel for up to 
two to three days) [10–12]. Furthermore, the air persistence and related 
contagiousness of SARS-CoV-2 aerosol are currently under investigation 
[10–12]. For this reason, the protective measures here suggested and 
adopted are based on the present status of the research, the knowledge 
of other similar viruses, and the experience of other forensic services – 
especially in the medical and medico-legal practice – worldwide [8]. 
Specific personal protective equipment (PPE) and sanitizer/disinfectant 
solutions made available to the personnel are in accordance to the 
present knowledge of the current COVID-19 pandemic threat [13]; thus, 
changes and updates to the indications provided in this paper may be 
needed in the future, in accordance of new virological data and epide-
miological trends. 

Lastly, it is crucial to consider that similar to other coronaviruses, 
after leaving the host, SARS-CoV-2 can survive on the surface for a short 
period of time, although the rate of spread will slow down until it loses 
complete effect [10,14]. At the same time, the virus may remain active 
in deceased people that were infected with SARS-CoV-2, and the survival 
time of such viruses may be prolonged in refrigerated cadavers [15]. 
Recently some authors reported the detectability of SARS-CoV-2 up to 
35 days after death [16]. Since not all the investigative operations are 
carried out immediately following a crime being committed, this aspect 
must be taken into consideration during the application of the suggested 
measures. 

To note, the issues related to the need for SARS-CoV-2 test, isolation 
and monitoring for employees following on-duty activities [15,17] will 
not be discussed, as this is a broader topic regarding occupational safety, 
and would take away from the focus of this paper. 

2. Intervention Level/CSI call policy 

The ICRC recently published its recommendation for governments 
regarding the management of dead bodies and human remains, calling 
out public authorities in order to issue strategic plans and guidance for 
different scenarios [3]. In each country, policymakers are called to issue 
or modify the threshold of intervention, taking into consideration the 
type of criminal offense and the sanitary situation in the area. In a severe 
pandemic scenario, the emergency dispatch office and police opera-
tional centre must have clear guidance and criteria to accept or refuse a 
crime scene processing request. 

During the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in Europe, only 
investigations which were generally considered a “high priority”, (e.g. 
suspicious death, rape/abuse) were considered for compulsory atten-
dance by the forensic team at the scene. In many cases, investigations 
concerning minor offences were instead assessed by the judicial au-
thority for the absolute need for CSI activity and/or the chance for the 
CSI activity to be postponed without affecting the final outcome. 

In most European countries law enforcement have not been offered 
official training specifically designed to assess the COVID-19 infection 
situation at the scene. Therefore, when a case is considered for investi-
gative priority for the CSI team, the operations centre receiving the call 
should be trained to ask the requester to provide information about the 
health conditions of the victim(s) and/or the other people involved in 
the case, possible travel history in a pandemic area or the contact history 
of possibly infected people [18]. Such measure could dramatically 
improve preparedness and awareness of the team operating at the scene. 

3. Working groups (CSI team) 

Following the recommendations of labour and health institutions 
worldwide during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic, employees in 
every field of public administration – also law enforcement and forensic 
experts of the Italian public sector – were separated and divided into 
working subgroups and regularly monitored [19,20]. Subgroups were 
not allowed to interact with people belonging to other subgroups within 
a given period of time, after which the shift could be modified, always 
fulfilling all of the traceability requirements. This presented in every 
labour field as a pure novelty due to the structure of each working group 
(i.e. teams or units) had to be adopted in accordance to the presence of 
the employees and the shift planning. The employee monitoring 
generally adopted consisted of body temperature check upon arrival at 
the work place and provided immediate notice of the coronavirus dis-
ease general symptoms (e.g. fever, cough, sore throat and headache) 
[21]. 

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the director of the forensic 
service should be required to build the various CSI subgroups consid-
ering the necessity to maintain a certain independent forensic capacity 
within each of them. For example, each subgroup had to count on the 
presence of experts in at least areas of forensic biology, fingerprint 
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analysis and photography, with one of them also capable to undertake 
the task of team leader and sketcher/reporting officer. The above-
mentioned adjustment is the only feasible way to manage a team with 
full operational ability and to safeguard the health requirements of 
personnel (i.e. redistribution in subgroups in order to minimise the 
contemporary presence of employees at the same place at a given time). 

4. Equipment preparation and unit vehicles 

4.1. Equipment preparation 

Readiness and preparedness for the sudden occurrence of a crime 
scene investigation are critical aspects for all CSI Teams. In general, 
vehicles and equipment are cleaned and re-organized at the end of each 
fieldwork operation in order to be available at any time [22]. Prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, in order to speed and facilitate the task of cleaning 
and supplying the vehicles, forensic officers were assigned to work in 
small groups, wearing basic PPE. In the COVID-19 pandemic context, it 
was required that all the preliminary activities to field operation were to 
be performed individually, maintaining time/space separation or – if not 
possible – respecting social distancing between operators. Operators 
were required to wear full PPE (and in some cases full mask or similar 
respiratory devices) to protect against pathogenic infections. With re-
gard to time separation for these activities, the criteria are indicated in 
section 7. In particular, if equipment/vehicle preparation is performed 
in a closed environment (i.e. small room/garage), an appropriate time 
separation between different operators’ access, must be observed to 
allow air refreshing. Like other diseases, SARS-CoV-2 infection can be 
transmitted by a fomite (i.e. an inanimate material that can transfer the 
infectious agent to a new host). In fact, depending on the nature of the 
material, any forensic tool can act as a medium to propagate the infec-
tion to a certain extent; in other words, if contaminated at the scene, 
every utensil/object handled by a single operator can potentially prop-
agate the infection to the rest of the CSI unit. Therefore, usage of the 
same item/apparatus by different technicians must be avoided from the 
outset. In order to assure operators safety, when feasible, the equipment 
should be prepared for use by a single person only. Tools like tool 
briefcases/boxes, UV/flashlights and PPE/reagents cases, were provided 
in replicates to be used by a single operator only. Further considerations 
regarding treatment to prevent fomites carryover are assessed hereafter, 
in following section 8. In addition to the standard equipment, basin/ 
shoe washers with suitable solution aids (e.g. bleach and surface disin-
fectant) were included to be used when entering a highly contagious 
environment and to assist with circumstances when shoe covers may fail 
to prevent potential contamination. Note that similar equipment is 
currently used when inspecting areas subject to CBRN risk and/or for 
personnel deployment in contaminated areas. Lastly, each vehicle was 
also equipped with hand/skin sanitizer, surface sanitizer/disinfectant 
(for vehicle interior/various items), extra PPE supplies and PVC visors. 

4.2. Unit vehicles 

Country-by-country, regulation sets the minimum number of oper-
ators per vehicle. Generally, patrol cars require at least two officers on 
board when on duty and in operational mode, while logistic tasks may 
be carried out by a single person (as a driver). No PPE is required to be 
worn while in the vehicle. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic it was required that an adjustment 
be made to the number of people, in order to have only the minimal 
number of personnel in each vehicle [23]. In addition to this, during 
transportation, individuals were required to sit as far as possible apart 
(e.g. two officers in two different rows, equally distributed front/rear 
seats), wearing gloves and face masks with at least FFP2 class of filter 
[24]. Upon arriving at the crime scene, operators must remove, 
discharge and wear new appropriate PPE before starting their investi-
gative activities (see details about this in sections 6 and 8). 

Furthermore, when vehicles return to headquarters at the end of the 
CSI activity, it is fundamental to maintain CSI unit readiness. During the 
COVID-19 pandemic this was achieved through adequate decontami-
nation immediately or soon after vehicles returned without waiting days 
between the end of field operations and cleaning, as per the same policy/ 
procedure adopted in hotel rooms after quarantine staying. The cleaning 
was performed using proper commercialized hygienic products for 
surface sterilization in health/hospital environments [25,26]. As briefly 
discussed in the previous section, the main difference in this case is that 
cleaners were required to wear both PPE and devices against pathogen 
infections. 

5. PPE and safety of the operators at the scene 

In order to improve safety, during the CSI activities, operators were 
recommended to wear both a mask with at least FFP2 (or N/KN95) filter 
and PVC visors in addition to the use of the usual PPE. This was 
particularly important while performing activities that required the 
simultaneous presence of two or more operators within close proximity. 
The use of other types of masks (e.g. FFP1 or surgical type) with no PVC 
visors has to be allowed only when a single operator is working at the 
scene and when there was no risk related to pathogen persistence in the 
air (e.g. In case of certainty of non-COVID-19-related casework; in case 
of a seized area where no individuals entered for days; in case of building 
not provided with central air conditioning systems). The use of masks 
provided with exhalation valve must be thoroughly assessed based on 
the investigation circumstances, as they are designed to filter the 
wearer’s inhalation, not the exhalation. Since these masks provide 
protection from airborne pathogens only to those who are wearing it, 
they should be used only in particular circumstances (e.g. isolated/in-
dividual activities, prolonged/intensive activities). Generally, PVC vi-
sors can be re-used, but the decision of keeping such devices must rely on 
several factors like the distance maintained from potential source of 
infection during the activity, and the sterilization/sanitation capacity of 
the forensic department. In environments with high probability of SARS- 
CoV-2 contamination, operators were asked to clean their footwear in 
the shoe washers provided. Undergoing PPE dress up and removal, 
footwear wash and short operational breaks were set to happen in spe-
cific areas only (Fig. 1), with the recommendation of always maintaining 
social distancing between operators. 

6. Procedure at the scene 

Regardless to the scenario, CSI operators must consider every crime 
scene as an “hot zone” [4]. At present, the issue of the SARS-CoV-2 
persistence and infectivity in the inanimate environment (including 
air and surface) is under research, and no robust data is so far available 
[24,27]. Nevertheless, limiting the number of operators simultaneously 
present in a room (or in a limited space) should be considered key, as 
recommended by Brazilian health official authorities for autopsy man-
agement [28]. 

At the beginning of the investigation, the initial walkthrough was 
recommended to be limited to a maximum number of two operators 
(note: in normal circumstances, the initial walkthrough can include 
more people if needed). Within the crime scene log access file, notes 
regarding the team members who had spent time without maintaining 
the statutory safe distance should be reported for infection traceability 
issues (e.g. initial walk through where the team leader and the prose-
cutor are close-by). Employing a minimal number of personnel and 
equipment, for each phase, while maintaining social distancing is key 
[29]. 

The initial crime scene area partitions should be clearly organized in 
order to avoid the operators to crossing paths. For example, designing a 
‘one way’ (or ‘single-channel closed-loop’) path to enter, operate and 
exit from the crime scene [15] (Fig. 1). During the COVID-19 pandemic 
an additional ‘clean area’ was specifically designed, identified and 
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located between the secondary zone and the outer zone (external 
perimeter). The ‘clean area’ is meant to be a buffer zone aimed to allow 
personnel hygiene procedures, PPE dressing, cleaning and disinfection 
of the equipment (to be stored in the equipment area at a later date), to 
be done immediately after entering. Generally, the crime scene ‘sec-
ondary area’ (normally designated for staging/equipment area) can be 
considered as semi-contaminated area where it is possible to perform 
auxiliary activities (i.e. disinfection of cases and packaging of evidence). 
Note that Prajapati and Kaursimilar indicated similar separation con-
cepts intended for forensic laboratory workflow, in order to prevent 
Sars-Cov2 particle carryover and contagion [30]. In the event of 
confirmed or suspected COVID-19 cases, the ‘primary area’ of the crime 
scene was considered a contaminated area. In such cases, PPE undress-
ing should be done within the secondary area, following the recom-
mendations of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and 
the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) 
[31,32], while personnel hygienic procedures and dressing of new PPE 
before leaving the scene should be done in the secondary area. 

When possible, during the investigation it was required to maintain 
safe distance between operators. The various investigative activities 
typically performed together (e.g. photography, biology, foot/finger-
prints collection) were suggested to be performed at different times. For 
operations usually performed by two persons in a close range, whenever 
possible it was recommended the use of extensible supports to maintain 
interpersonal distancing, without affecting operational effectiveness and 
quality. For example, the use of an extensible stick when holding (UV) 

lights for searching or in performing macro photography. 
In case of cadaver inspection during crime scene processing, appli-

cation of specific medico-legal guidelines, carried out together with a 
certified coroner, are strictly recommended for corpse handling 
[14,17,19,29,33–35]. 

As discussed in section 4, the survival of the virus in the environment 
and its consequent infectivity is still under debate [12,36–38]. So far, 
available data are non-homogenous for the approach used in their ex-
periments (aerosol viability, droplet decay, etc.). Nevertheless, consid-
ering the current publications, in a ventilated area the CSI team leader 
should reinforce a 20 min gap between the alternation of the activity of 
different operators at the scene [15,39,40]. In areas of poor ventilation 
instead, it must be considered that the aerosol stability of SARS-CoV-2 
can persist for a few hours, ranging in half-lives between 1.1 and 1.2 h 
[12]. Observance of such timeframes should be maintained also during 
other activities, as discussed in chapter 4, and/or during the post-scene 
decontamination/cleaning of vehicles. 

Collection of evidence regarding COVID19-related suspected or 
confirmed case, must be performed by using sealed air tight/leak proof 
container [30]. The latter indication has to be modified in case of fresh 
body fluids, in order to avoid the typical degradation of biological trace 
when sealed in plastic/non-transpiring bags. In case of fresh material, 
evidence at the lab will have to be immediately treated to allow drying, 
in a DNA-free flow cabinet, within a BLS3 grade facility. In any case, 
packaging should include proper label and warning signs indicating the 
potential risk of infection [20,30]. Avoiding and limiting any activity 

Fig. 1. General layout of proposed new distribution of crime scene investigative areas with directional pathways for movement of personnel while maintaining social 
distancing protocols. During the COVID-19 pandemic an additional ‘clean area’ is specifically designed. At the entrance of the ‘clean area a sanification area allows 
personnel hygiene procedures, PPE dressing, cleaning and disinfection of the equipment. These operations must be completed immediately after entering, to don’t 
contaminate the ‘clean area’. Generally, the crime scene ‘secondary area’ is considered as semi-contaminated area where it is possible to perform auxiliary activities, 
while in the event of confirmed or suspected COVID-19 cases, the ‘primary area’ is instead considered a contaminated area. 
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with the potential of producing aerosol from any biological and physical 
evidence should be considered paramount [17,41]. In cases such when a 
hazardous scenario is inevitable, a portable fume extraction hood with a 
telescopic pipe can be regarded for on-the-scene usage. For evidence 
collection, the disinfection of the external surface of packages [8,15,42] 
could serve as an exceptional measure to minimize pathogens carried 
over from the scene to the CSI vehicle and eventually to the lab. 

During following phases of treatment and transportation, materials 
should be considered as infectious. 

7. Treatment of disposable materials used at the scene 

During the CSI activity and at the end of it, all of the PPE and 
disposable materials used as equipment or tools at the scene, should be 
treated as medical waste as it may be potentially infected by the SARS- 
CoV-2 virus [27], regardless to the fact that they came in contact with 
any biological fluids. 

At the crime scene, waste material was collected in special bags for 
hazardous/infectious material, outside the crime scene primary zone 
(mainly in the secondary/equipment area). Similar to the procedure 
followed prior to the pandemic, waste bags were then transported to the 
forensic police headquarters and subjected to incineration at certified 
waste disposal plants [34,43]. 

8. Treatment of non-disposable materials used at the scene 

Reusable items and materials used during the investigation should be 
considered as primary fomites. Therefore, the personnel must be 
particularly careful in avoiding any transfer of contaminant pathogens 
from the scene to the headquarters and laboratory, carried over through 
the equipment. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, reusable tools were initially treated 
directly at the scene with disinfectants, denaturants or bleach, and 
sealed in proper non-transpiring bags and (eventually) collected in 
forensic boxes. The external surface of the boxes was also sanitized at the 
end of the CSI operation. This initial disinfection is to be performed in a 
specific area outside the primary perimeter, before entering the vehicle 
and leaving the scene. At the return to headquarters, every reusable item 
and apparatus (including the boxes that carried the tools cleaned at the 
scene) were sanitized (again) by mechanical/chemical disinfection and/ 
or by thermal sterilization (e.g. via autoclave), performed in a dedicated 
room by staff members wearing PPE and devices against pathogen 
infections. 

9. Transportation of evidence 

In ordinary conditions, after proper collection and packaging, evi-
dence transportation to forensic labs follow internal rules and proced-
ures, concerning both chain of custody and, when needed, cold chain 
(for the latter, see ‘storage consideration’ below reported). 

During the pandemic, fresh and semi-fresh body fluids (e.g. saliva) 
collected from the victim, the suspect and the scene must be considered 
potentially infected [44], and therefore transported only as “UN3373 
Biological Substance Category B” [43,45] in appropriate conditions, 
both in terms of certified personnel and special vehicles. 

Other forensic biological and non-biological samples/evidences (e.g. 
dry blood and touched objects for fingerprint, respectively) are yet to be 
reported as a highly contagious source of SARS-CoV-2 virus during 
transportation; thus, at the moment, after proper collection and pack-
aging, these kinds of evidence should be transported simply in a safe 
condition, in a separated trunk or compartment [42,46]. Regardless, 
transportation documentation should include proper indication about 
the potential risk of infection [30]. 

Other types of ordinary evidence should be collected and stored 
separately, according to internal SOP. 

10. Handling of samples for laboratory analysis 

10.1. General 

At present no research is available on the potential transmission of 
the coronavirus disease through physical evidence recovered from a 
(potentially infected) crime scene environment (e.g. clothes, touched 
objects, weapons). However, forensic laboratories should follow the 
WHO’s recommendations to treat all samples as potentially infectious 
[35]. In the absence of any specific and detailed protocol, the general 
procedure is to treat any evidence with utmost care in order to prevent 
direct contact with the operator’s body, especially with mucosae and 
open wounds due to accidental cuts during the operations [30,47]. 

Medical-case history must be handled, together with all the required 
documentation, at the case receiving office [30]. Such measure has to be 
upheld especially when evidence are submitted to the lab by different 
agencies and/or departments (i.e. evidence collected by CSI/ERT units 
not belonging to the same institution). 

Even though a recent paper suggests the adoption of special mea-
sures for the collection of forensic biological specimen (e.g. use alcohol 
pre-moistened swab for biological specimen collection or heating the 
external surface of containers) [8,48], more scientific data are needed to 
formally apply changes to the current policies and procedures. Fresh and 
semi-fresh body fluids as biological samples collected from alive in-
dividuals and deceased bodies shouldn’t be allowed into the forensic 
laboratory, unless classified as a BSL-2/BSL-3 facility [4,45]. Similar 
precautions should be applied for any physical evidence/object acting as 
fomite and/or for any procedure facilitating aerosol formation [17,41]. 
Alternatively, the collected evidence should be directed to a BSL-2/BSL- 
3 classified forensic laboratory or reduced at a non-propagative status (i. 
e. harmless and non-contagious) prior to being handled in the ordinary 
forensic biological laboratory [42]. In the latest case, proper labelling 
reporting the sample processing is required. 

Whatever the BLS grade and the management policy of the lab is, a 
redesign of the examination and pre-treatment areas, providing space 
separation by including semi-contaminated, clean and buffer zones, is 
highly suggested [20,30]. Likewise other occupational environments, 
also in a laboratory, avoiding space sharing while preserving social 
distancing is of utmost importance to prevent infection. 

10.2. Storage 

Prior to the analytical phase, during storage time, potentially infec-
ted evidence should be separated from the ordinary ones and properly 
and clearly labelled as potentially SARS-CoV-2 infected. If needed, for 
these samples the cold chain should be maintained during the period of 
storage. Concerning the latter, it must be thoughtfully considered that 
whereas maintaining the cold chain could prevent aerosol formation/air 
resuspension from fomites, coronaviruses in general and SARS-CoV2 
have undoubtedly shown increased persistence and infectivity at low 
temperatures [49,50] and lower resistance/infectivity at high temper-
ature/high humidity conditions [24,51]. 

10.3. Analytical phase 

All the analytical phases prior to DNA amplification (package 
opening, evidence inspection, presumptive/confirmatory testing, sam-
ple collection for DNA extraction) must be considered the riskiest. 
Hence, such operations should be performed following heightened 
safety measures (i.e. Biosafety Cabinet Grade II) or according to BLS2 
laboratory requirements [4]. Even for possible future virus-airborne 
epidemic, further studies should assess the risk for lab technicians 
connected with potential RNA-coextraction during genotyping 
procedures. 

Cotton swabbing with absorbent material and following drying, 
seems to be, at the current moment, the safest way to collect biological 
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samples [24]. Allowing complete drying of biological traces (e.g. blood/ 
saliva/semen) and/or UV irradiation for non-biological trace could 
represent a promising approach to make such evidence harmless to 
operators [24]; nevertheless, it is still to be assessed by the scientific 
community and by the Public Health Agencies before being recom-
mended as a method of choice. Other suggested procedures like sample 
UV irradiation and fume hood heat treatment [8] should be thoroughly 
evaluated for both sterilization efficiency and yield decrease in the 
downstream STR genotyping phase, especially for LT (Low Template) 
DNA trace. 

Similarly, to crime scene operation in a non-pandemic scenario, 
aerosol-generating procedures (AGPs) activity should be avoided; when 
strictly necessary, portable laminar flow and fume hood extraction de-
vices should be used in conjunction, for the safety of the operators. 

10.4. Chain of custody 

A correct chain of custody of the evidence is of pivotal importance for 
any forensic case [22]. The COVID-19 pandemic experience showed that 
almost in every occupational field an implementation of the traceability 
system is required. 

In the COVID-19 scenario evidence collected from the same case, had 
different infection potential and as a consequence, were treated by 
different laboratories, different operators and after different time 
frames. In order to cope with this new situation, forensic laboratories 
should modify their traceability system in order to document in detail 
every evidence passage/analytical operation, specifying operator/time/ 
place. Indeed, routine traceability recordings rarely include time and 
exact location (i.e. room) of the evidence transfer; in a pandemic sce-
nario, it could be extremely useful to add this information in order to 
trace back the movement of potentially contaminated items and of the 
operating personnel within the forensic department. 

Forensic departments should implement a reliable cleaning and 
disinfection plan to be applied in every zone concerned with the passage 
of any hazardous evidence [43,52]. 

Furthermore, it is crucial to prepare the forensic laboratories for the 
possibility of sudden episodes of elevated danger. In these cases, pro-
cedures should be put in place for the forensic department and labora-
tory workflow to be modified accordingly and in a prompt manner. 
Similarly to the WHO’s recommendations for hospitals and clinical test 
centres, forensic labs should adopt their own “heightened control mea-
sures” and implement the internal risk assessment accordingly [30,45]. 

11. Final considerations 

Crime scene investigation in a pandemic scenario like the recent 
COVID-19, pose a double-faced challenge: to assure law enforcement 
duties following criminal offenses and pursue occupational safety for 
forensic practitioners [18]. Currently no prediction can be made on the 
COVID-19 disease trend or on the advent of future similar airborne 
pandemics. However, it is most likely that in the near future the coex-
istence with COVID-19 and/or other similar pandemic threats will be a 
common issue to be faced. Due to the unpredictability and the ever 
changing characteristic of such threats, flexible structures and organi-
zation are to be implemented by governments and agencies in order to 
face future challenges [53]. 

CBRN investigation represents a major challenge for which many 
countries developed their highly specialized response units. Existing 
procedures for on-site investigation in the CBRN context represents the 
highest standards to maintain the safety of investigators and preserve 
the evidence, requiring skilled personnel and specific apparatus and 
equipment. CBRN procedures applied post-incident are generally more 
time-consuming and laborious than an ordinary CSI activity and are 
based on specific device, collection material and protective garment that 
generally differ from CSI tools and PPE [6,7]. Apart from the equipment 
requirements, aiming at different purpose (as like identifying a toxic 

warfare agent), CBRN scene management and investigation require 
many additional measures that can be considered unbearable for a CSI 
activity (for instance the presence of a backup safety team; the imple-
mentation different teams for different task such as evidence identifi-
cation, sampling, etc.; presence of a safety officer, and a science officer 
cooperating with a scene coordinator; mandatory pre-entry briefing and 
risk assessment instead of a scene walkthrough, etc.) [7]. In addition, 
law enforcement agencies at a local scale are usually underfunded and/ 
or underequipped to bear the cost of such personnel education and 
equipment maintenance and CBRN Units are not usually widely 
deployed in a given region. Moreover, during a COVID19-like pandemic, 
police departments (and the judicial authority) must fulfill their duties 
to identify, secure and provide relevant evidence in court, for various 
types of crime, within their jurisdiction, while pursuing several other 
tasks (i.e. crime prevention, public order etc.). During 2020, while 
lockdowns let minor offences’ rate reduce (e.g. burglary and car theft), 
other crimes continued to persist in the face of a pandemic: serious 
crimes such as homicide and intimate relationship violence have stayed 
constant or increased [54]. Under these circumstances, mere application 
of a CBRN-based approach for any single case could therefore result in 
an expensive and cumbersome system, that would not cope with the real 
need in terms of intervention flexibility and efficiency. CBRN scene 
investigation measures as the “buddy system’’ for crime scene process-
ing, the multipart ‘’triage tag’’ classification and the triple containment 
system for evidence collection [7], while perfectly coherent with safety 
issues, would result in a bulky burdening for an ordinary crime scene 
activity. Thus, the safety of investigators during crime scene processing 
can only be addressed through planning, personnel education and pro-
tocols adjustments, developed with regard to actual affordability. 

Furthermore, while it is unlikely for a regional/local laboratory to 
reach those biological safety standards indicated for COVID-19 test 
laboratories [8,45], it is paramount to pursue analytical activities even 
in an epidemic scenario, thus maintaining operational efficiency and 
technicians care by any means, even within the forensic lab workflow. 

So far, occupational risk analysis seems to agree in identifying 
workers employed in high contact job and in essential services (i.e. 
people working in healthcare, transportation, cleaning and store/su-
permarket, etc) as the most exposed to SARS-CoV-2 infection [55]. In 
general, the environment and the type of work (i.e.: number of people 
that a single employee meets during his/her shift in a close environ-
ment) is key in determining the risk factor connected with a certain job 
[55,56]. In comparison, police officers are less prone to be infected 
thanks to a lesser number of contacts with a potential host and to a more 
beneficial environment, with exception of particular cases as for 
example protest/riots control, prison guards, etc. In this sense, CSI units 
represent a unique structure as their members are forced occasionally to 
share closed space for a prolonged period of time. That said, currently 
there is no reliable data indicating significant contagion variances for 
each specific duty/task, nor in particular for the lab technicians [20], 
despite they are considered to be exposed to many bloodborne and 
airborne diseases by major public health organizations [30]. Due to the 
absence of the abovementioned data, or alternatively, of a baseline 
infection rate and/or of a control group for forensic personnel (i.e. 
infection data of CSI teams/units that operated during pandemic in an 
ordinary manner) it is very hard to clearly highlight the impact of the 
measures reported and suggested in this paper. Moreover, even in the 
case of a significantly higher or lower contagion rate in a single forensic 
department, other social variable factors such as total/local lockdown, 
personal habits, etc might have played a role in obtaining a given results. 
Further studies are therefore needed to reliably estimate the level of 
protection that these indications would provide to the operators. As a 
primary step, an appropriate study considering the comparison between 
the infection rate among a CSI team applying these measures and a CSI 
control group in an epidemic context - limiting the influence of variable 
factors - is needed to quantify the potential impact to officers’ safety 
operating in a hazardous scenario. Furthermore, similar research could 
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be designed in a controlled environment mimicking the pandemic sce-
nario, by using innocuous agents with SARS-CoV-2 -like activity and 
eventually testing all the operators involved for contagion/ and the 
equipment used for the presence of virus particle/droplets. Neverthe-
less, we firmly believe that the adoption of such measures can be 
tremendously significant for personnel safety, also in terms of individual 
confidence of any single technician processing the scene during a 
pandemic like the recent COVID-19 one. In fact a recent survey 
demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2 pandemic affected the mental condition 
of lab technicians in large percentages [20]. To the contrary, the absence 
of enhanced safety measures, issued and approved by the employers 
and/or LEA, can be perceived as a risky situation [30] and will even-
tually prevent operators from building up the necessary awareness to 
sustain the fulfillment of a technical task, in a stressful setting. Consid-
ering the similar recommendation issued for medico legal examiner 
during autopsies, the implementation of such measures can dramatically 
improve law enforcement agencies and the employer’s capacity in terms 
of risk analysis and infection traceability. 

Due to the effort necessary to implement similar adjustments, the 
observance of the protocols against pathogens carryover should be 
regularly re-assessed, both at a national and local level, by employers 
and lab directors, at the different stages of the pandemic. If the conta-
gion curve drops down, then it would be possible to revert back to the 
ordinary protocols, with minimal effort. In case of rapid increase in the 
contagion trend, more stringent measures must be immediately applied; 
for this reason, an emergency plan clearly indicating the threshold level 
must be issued by health authorities in advance and be made available to 
anyone involved in the work chain. 

In light of this, the main advantage of the majority of the measures 
proposed in this paper considers their feasibility – even at a local level – 
throughout internal protocols implementations and minimal efforts, 
leading to a favorable benefit/cost ratio. General policy criteria as like 
the one issued by the ICRC, regarding the Mass Fatality Response Plans 
(MFRP) in pandemic scenario [3] should be adopted and implemented 
by each national agency, while SOP and technical guidelines are meant 
to be released urgently by international governing bodies and then 
adopted by local forensic service. Meanwhile, local CSI Team Leader and 
Forensic Laboratory Directors should pursue personnel training and 
adopt internal procedures to avoid and reduce contagion risk at any cost. 
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